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All-optical modulation and switching of photonic signals is a
key requirement for modern photonic technologies to move

toward transparent optical networks for both telecom and inter/
intrachip interconnects in an attempt to cope with increasing
data-rate (bandwidth) demands. All-optical devices rely on non-
linear optical interactions and thus require either high light inten-
sities and/or a long interaction length between the signal and
control light to generate a sizable effect. Recently, low power all-
optical modulation has been achieved with plasmonic structures
relying on the enhanced effective nonlinearities which arise due
to the field confinement related to plasmonic states and their
sensitivity to the refractive index of the adjacent medium, in
particular close to the interface.1,2 Plasmonic-based all-optical
switching has been proposed and demonstrated with Kerr-type
nonlinearities utilizing plasmonic crystals and localized surface
plasmons (see ref 2 for recent review and references therein),
absorption modulation of surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
waves guided at a planar interface or in a waveguide,3�5 and
resonant waveguiding plasmonic devices, such as Bragg-gratings,
Mach-Zehdner interferometers, and ring-resonators.6�8 How-
ever, the majority of these demonstrations relied on external
illumination of the plasmonic structure and are thus not suitable
for integration into a complete nanophotonic circuit.

In parallel, the amplification of SPP signals has recently attracted
significant attention as a means to mitigate the propagation
(Ohmic) losses of plasmonic waveguides.7,9,10 Several lasingmateri-
als have been used for this purpose, such as dye molecules,11�14

Er3þ-ions,15 and semiconductor quantum dots.16,17 Some of these
require the constant circulation of active medium due to photo-
bleaching, others rely on waveguides with a rather large (∼10 μm)
mode area, and therefore do not address the question of amplifica-
tion of confined SPP waves. While various organic molecules
provide higher gain values, inorganic materials are advantageous
in terms of overall stability. Er3þ-ions have been used extensively for

both in-fiber and planar dielectric waveguide optical amplifiers.18 In
terms of amplification of SPP signals, the gain provided by Er3þ-
doped materials is insufficient to achieve lossless SPP propagation
(Im(kSPP) = 0), which requires gain corresponding to Im(ε)≈ 3.1
� 10�3 (44 cm�1) at a wavelength of 1550 nm in the case of planar
glass�Au interface. Nevertheless, in applications where only partial
loss compensation is sufficient, a standard photonic material plat-
form may be advantageous. Again, as in the case of all-optical
plasmonic-based modulation, no integratable amplification geome-
try has yet been demonstrated; usually the pump light is provided
out of plane with respect to the active plasmonic structure.

In this Letter we demonstrate suppressed absorption and
stimulated emission of SPP signals using copropagating signal
and pump SPP waves. The coherent interaction of these waves,
mediated by the gain medium, is shown to facilitate all-plasmonic
modulation of the SPP signals. The theoretical description of all-
plasmonic amplification has also been developed.

The idea for SPP modulation realized here is the following
(Figure 1). A control SPP wave, resonantly absorbed by the
4I15/2�4I11/2 transition, after multiphonon relaxation of the
electron to the 4I13/2 level, provides inverse population of the
4I15/2�4I13/2 transition, which is resonant for a signal SPP
wave (see an inset to Figure 1). This suppresses absorption of
the signal SPP and leads to stimulated emission of SPPs at this
wavelength. Thus, changing the intensity of the control SPPwave
therefore determines the transmitted SPP signal leading to the
realization of all-plasmonic modulation.

We have used an Er3þ-ion doped (3 wt % concentration)
alumino-phosphate glass as a substrate for a 100 nm Au film.
The Er3þ-doped glass is luminescent at around λs = 1550 nm
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ABSTRACT: We experimentally demonstrate suppressed ab-
sorption and stimulated emission of surface plasmon polaritons
(SPP) leading to all-plasmonic modulation of an SPP signal
propagating at the interface between ametal and a gain medium;
these observations are supported by the developed theory. The
use of copropagating signal and control waves can provide more
than 10 times more efficient SPP stimulated emission compared
to out-of-plane pumping and opens up the possibility to realize
integratable plasmonic components for active nanophotonic
circuitry.
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(Figure 1), exited as in conventional telecom applications using
a λp = 980 nm wavelength pump. Several pairs of slit gratings
were FIB-milled allowing coupling of both signal (at wavelength
λs) and control (at the wavelength λp) light into SPP waves
propagating on the Au/susbtrate interface (Figures 1 and 2a,
left grating) as well as SPP out-coupling back to light (right
grating). For in-coupling gratings having slit width w = 100 nm
and period A = 1160 nm, the coupling occurs at 11� and 45� angles
of incidence, for signal and pump wavelengths, respectively. The
opposite grating (100 nm width and 1990 nm period) allows the
out-coupling of the SPP signal reached the grating into photons at an
angle of 48�. The distance between the gratings in each pair was
varied from 25 to 250 μm.

Initially, the optical properties of both the in-coupling and out-
coupling gratings were determined using angle-resolved light
transmission measurements. This enables the coupling of both
signal and control light to be validated and optimized. The
minima of the dispersions shown in Figure 2b correspond to
photon coupling to SPP modes on the glass/Au and Air/Au
interfaces. The experimental results are in very good agreement
with a theoretical model, based on the wave vector matching
relation kSPP = k sin(j) þ n(2π/A), where k and kSPP are wave
vectors of light in free space and SPP wave on a smooth interface,
respectively,j is the angle of incidence, A is a grating period, and
n is the coupling order. This setup also enable verification of the
coupling of the Er3þ-ion emission into SPP modes on the glass/
Au interface.

The experimental setup for SPP�SPP modulation is pre-
sented in Figure 1. The signal beam (λs = 1550 nm) was passed
through a polarizer to ensure p-polarization and was then
focused onto the in-coupling grating using a long working
distance objective lens. The position of the spot was monitored
using the CCD camera. Another IR objective was used to collect
the signal from the out-coupling grating. The detection area was

spatially selected from the image plane using a multimode
50 μm core optical fiber. The particular position of the detection
area was adjusted by reversing the light propagation by coupling
light into the fiber from the opposite side and monitoring the
resulting spot at the sample surface with a camera attached to the
objective. Thus, only the light decoupled from the out-coupling
grating was collected in the experiment. The collected light was
measured using an InGaAs photoreceiver equipped with a long-pass
filter to exclude the pump light. The propagation length for signal
SPPs at the Au/Er3þ-glass interface was estimated as Lprop

s = 91(
11 μm by measuring the output signal for gratings with various
separations (see the inset in Figure 3a), which is in a good
agreement with the theoretical value of 94 μm. The pump light
(λp = 980 nm) was focused at the in-coupling grating using a
metal-coated tapered fiber. For the pump SPP, the propagation
length was calculated to be Lprop

p = 25 μm.
To first approximation, an analytical treatment of all-plasmonic

amplification can be achieved using the rate equations for the
light-like waves and neglecting the influence of a metal interface
on the radiative properties of the emitters. The SPP waves are
described as surface photonic waves having a field decay in the
direction perpendicular to the metal plane (z-axis, see the co-
ordinate axis diagrams in Figures 1 and 2a) and internal (Ohmic)
losses in the propagation direction (x-axis). The amplification of
the signal intensity Is can then be described by the differential
equation

dIsðxÞe�z=as

dx
¼ � 1

Lsprop
þ Rðx, zÞ

 !
IsðxÞe�z=as ð1Þ

Figure 1. Schematic of the experiment for the investigations of SPP
stimulated emission and SPP�SPP modulation. The graph shows
photoluminescence spectrum of the Er3þ-doped glass under the excita-
tion with 980 nm wavelength light. The inset represents the diagram of
optically active states of an Er3þ-ion.

Figure 2. (a) SEM image of in-coupling/out-coupling grating pair. (b)
Dispersion of the Bragg-scattered SPP modes measured for in-coupling
(b) and out-coupling (c) gratings. The dispersion of SPP modes on the
smooth gold/air and gold/glass interfaces are presented with white and
yellow lines, respectively. The point in the dispersion corresponding to
the signal SPP wave coupling and decoupling are marked with the yellow
crosses, the point corresponding to the pump SPP wave coupling is
marked with a red cross. The vector diagram in (b) describes the
mechanism of light-SPP coupling facilitated by a grating.
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where

Rðx, zÞ ¼ N
Ipðx, zÞτσpσe � σapωp

pωp þ Ipðx, zÞτσp

��Nσa þN
τσp

pωp
ðσe þ σaÞIpðx, zÞ ð2Þ

is the small gain coefficient in small pump approximation
[(τσp/pωp)Ip , 1, the system is far from saturation]19 and

Ipðx, zÞ ¼ I0pe
�x=Lpprop e�z=ap ð3Þ

is the intensity of the pump SPP wave (W/m2), where Ip
0 is the

intensity at the interface just after the in-coupling grating. Here pωp

is the pump photon energy, σa = 6 � 10�21 cm2 and σe = 2.6 �
10�21 cm2 are the absorption and emission cross sections for the
signal, σp = 14� 10�21 cm2 is the absorption cross-section for the
pump, τ = 7.5 ms is the 4I13/2 state lifetime, and N is the density of
Er3þ-ions. as = 606 nm and ap = 218 nm are the exponential
intensity decay lengths in the direction perpendicular to the metal
plane for the signal and pump SPP waves, respectively.

Integrating both sides of equation eq 1 over y and z, the
equation for the signal SPP power Ps can be derived as

dPsðxÞ
dx

¼ �βþ γK
d
e�x=LppropP0p

� �
PsðxÞ ð4Þ

where Pp
0 is the SPP pump power just after the in-coupling

grating

β ¼ 1
Lsprop

þNσa, γ ¼ N
τσp

pωp
ðσe þ σpÞ ð5Þ

K ¼

Z¥
0

e�z=ase�z=apdz

Z¥
0

e�z=asdz
Z¥
0

e�z=apdz

¼ 1
as þ ap

ð6Þ

and d is the width of the coupling grating (see Figure 2a).
Solving eq 4 and representing the solution for the signal SPP

power Ps at the position of the outcoupling grating (x = L)
we have

PsðLÞ ¼ P0s e
�βL exp γKLpprop 1� e�L=Lpprop

� �Pp0
d

" #

� BP0s ð1þ ΓP0pÞ ð7Þ
Here, Ps

0 is the SPP probe power just after the in-coupling
grating, the notations B and Γ are introduced for brevity, ΓPp

0 is
therefore the possible modulation depth. As one can see from
eqs 5�7, the relative modulation is larger for larger distances,
though the overall signal is smaller. This can be expected, since
the signal SPP wave is actively modulated over a longer path,
while its total magnitude experiences higher attenuation due to
Ohmic losses and resonant absorption. One may also note that
the modulation also increases with the pump SPP propagation
length Lprop

p . This is also as expected, because at each point
along x there will be an increase in gain.

More importantly, the amplification and modulation of the
signal SPP is directly proportional to the overlap between the
signal and pump profiles, expressed by the coefficient K (eq 6).
Careful calculation ofK in the case of an SPP pump and an optical
pump from the top reveals the overlaps to be of the same order.
But here the unique ability of SPPs to localize the field in
nanoscale dimensions comes into play; with the same pump
power in both cases, the local intensity of the SPP pump will be
much higher than the intensity of an off-plane optical pump.
Thus, calculated for Er3þparameters and for a grating separation
of L = 20 μm, the all-plasmonic approach provides more than 10
times more efficient gain and therefore ∼10 times higher
modulation depth compared to standard out-off plane pumping.

In the experiment, in order to ensure that the SPP signal
modulation originates from the coherent interaction of the control
and signal beam, a double-modulation lock-in detection schemewas
used ensuring that the detected signal is present only when both
control and signal SPPs interact with Er3þ-ion at the same time.20

The signal beam was mechanically chopped with frequency fs
c. The

control light was electronically modulated at the frequency fp
c by the

laser-diode controller driven by the signal provided by the chopper
controller. The signal detected from the out-coupled signal SPPs
was sent to a lock-in amplifier having a reference signal at the sum

Figure 3. Dependences of the SPP�SPPmodulation signal Ps,ext
out on (a) signal laser power Ps

las and (b) pump laser power Pp
las. The inset to (a) represents

the power of the signal SPP wave (pump is off) on the distance between the in-coupling and out-coupling gratings. The inset to (b) shows the
measurements for modulation dependence Ps

out with a parasitic signal.
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frequency fs
c þ fp

c. Using eq 7, the main harmonics of the signal
detected for the grating separation L can be derived as

PsðLÞ ¼ BP0s sinð2πf cs t þ θsÞ½1þ ΓP0p sinð2πf cp t þ θpÞ�

¼ 1
2
BΓP0s P

0
p cosð2πðf cs þ f cp Þt þ θs þ θpÞ

þ P
�
s ðf cs , f cs � f cp Þ ð8Þ

where θs and θp are the relevant phase delays. Thus, the signal
1/2 3BΓPs

0Pp
0 detected at the frequency fs

cþ fp
c is proportional to the

modulation ΓPp
0.

The dependence of the modulated signal on the signal and
control light power are presented in Figure 3. The modulation is
proportional to the signal and pump laser powers, as expected in
the small gain regime (eq 8). By eliminating a parasitic signal
(with known phase and magnitude, detected at zero pump
power) using a standard formula for subtraction of harmonic
oscillations, the component related to the all-plasmonic modula-
tion was recovered (Figure 3b). The resultant dependence on the
pump intensity is in agreement with the theoretical predictions of
eq 8.

Lightlike amplification theory (eq 2) in many cases is a good
first approximation for the case of SPP waves. However, under
careful treatment some modifications, representing features
specific to SPP wave amplification, must be made.12,13 The exited
lifetime of the emitter is decreased when it is placed in the vicinity
of a metal surface. This process can be well approximated by the
model of an emitting dipole in the field of its mirror image
produced by the metal surface.21 Applying this to the case of
Er3þ, modeling shows that it can lead to not more than a 20%
gain decrease due to the reduction in the spontaneous emission
lifetime, depending on the amplification regime.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated all-
plasmonic modulation of an SPP wave at the Er3þ-doped glass
interface using a copropagating pump SPP wave. The modula-
tion is due to suppressed absorption and stimulated emission of
a signal SPP wave. A detailed theory accounting for the all-
plasmonic nature of signal amplification has been developed
to explain the experimental results. We found that the copro-
pagating all-plasmonic approach provided more than 10 times
more efficient stimulated emission and therefore ∼10 times
higher modulation depth compared to standard out-off plane
pumping.

The advantages of SPP�SPP modulation demonstrated here on
the example of Er3þ-based active material can be extended towards
other gain materials, such as semiconductor quantum dots, poly-
mers, and dye molecules, which can provide faster modulation
speed, limited by the stimulated emission rate in the low-gain
regime. It should be noted that both stimulated and spontaneous
emission rates can be controlled in appropriately designed plasmo-
nic waveguides, for example, metal�insulator�metal or channel
waveguides,22 which provide control over the density of the
electromagnetic states and thus electromagnetic field enhancement.
This opens amuch wider choice of active materials where lifetime at
the appropriate wavelength can be selected in the required range to
provide the best, for a given application, compromise between the
gain and radiation lifetime in the evanescent pump regime.

It should be also noted, that since the modulation depth in the
proposed low-gain approach decreases when the length of the
active region becomes much smaller than the pump SPP

propagation length Lprop
p (eq 7), there is a compromise between

the achievable modulation depth and the size of the device.
To avoid this restriction on the device size and achieve integra-
tion in nanophotonic circuitry, one can employ the principle
described above within, for example, a plasmonic waveguide ring
resonator.22,23 In the waveguide-based configuration, the plas-
monic waveguide that is single mode for the signal wavelength
will also support the guiding of the shorter wavelength pump
light. The size of such resonators is in the 100�1000 nm range in
different realizations, thus indeed providing an integratable
element with a sufficient interaction length between pump and
signal SPPs needed for efficient modulation.
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’NOTE ADDED AFTER ASAP PUBLICATION

Equation 7 was incorrect in the version of this paper published
May 4, 2011. The correct version published May 6, 2011.


